
Jump Directly To 4 Sewing Modes
Easily go between modes with the
touch of a button to access
decorative, utility, quilt, heirloom,
buttonholes and monogramming.

Monogram Using 3 Font Sets
Stitch out A to Z plus symbols and
numbers in Block, Script, and
Broadway fonts. Block and Script
also include European letters.

No-Squint Needle Threader
Just slip your upper thread behind
the hook and the Automatic Needle
Threader pulls it through.

Easy Feel Keypad
You’ll like the feel of our new
keypad. The rounded buttons are
easy to-the-touch and functions are
clearly marked.

Bright Dual Lighting
2 bright Krypton lamps illuminate
your work area, eliminating
shadows and eye fatigue.

Knee Lift For Easier Quilting
It's like having three hands. The
knee lift allows you to raise the
presser foot while keeping both
hands on your work.

Select it. 
Customize it. 
Sew it.
Sewing on the Memory Craft 4900QC is so
relaxing because it helps you get your
projects finished fast. Switch quickly
between your most-used sewing modes.



FEATURES:

LARGE BACKLIT LCD SCREEN

MAXIMUM SEWING SPEED: 820 STITCHES PER MINUTE

NEEDLE UP/DOWN PROGRAMMING

STOP/START BUTTON

BUILT-IN NEEDLE THREADER

KNEE LIFT

DUAL KRYPTON LAMPS

ELECTRONIC FOOT CONTROL

ONE-HAND THREAD CUTTER

188 DECORATIVE AND UTILITY STITCHES

10 BUTTONHOLES 

3 MONOGRAM FONTS

10 DIRECT SELECT KEYS

4 MODES

50 STITCH COMBINATIONS TO MEMORY

INDIVIDUAL STITCH EDITING

COMBINATION STITCH EDITING

ELONGATION

TURN OVER MEMORY

5 RECALL MEMORY BANKS

VARIABLE SPEED LEVER

FREE ARM

SUPERIOR FEED SYSTEM (SFS)

EXTRA NEEDLE PENETRATION POWER

AUTOMATIC THREAD TENSION

SIMPLIFIED THREADING SYSTEM

TOP-LOADING BOBBIN WITH CLEAR COVER PLATE

EXTRA HIGH PRESSER FOOT LIFT

QUICK-CHANGE, SNAP-ON PRESSER FEET

TWO STORAGE COMPARTMENTS

10 LANGUAGES AVAILABLE ON-SCREEN

ADJUSTABLE STITCH WIDTH UP TO 7MM

ADJUSTABLE STITCH LENGTH UP TO 5MM

HARD CASE

www.janome.com

Get creative today.
Visit your Janome
dealer for a full
demonstration of
the Memory Craft
4900QC.

It’s Easy.
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The easy way to get creative



The only sewing feature the Memory Craft 4900QC
doesn’t give you 
is a way to make more time for your projects. It has the
computerized precision of a Memory Craft and the
advanced features that make 
sewing and quilting much more productive and creative.

With such a huge library of stitches, strong
sewing speed, and a great variety of
customizing options, it’s hard to know where
to look first. But a good place to
start is the large, backlit
display. Here you can
select from 534 stitches
across four modes and
easily create your own
custom combinations of up
to 50 stitches each to save in
one of five memory banks.
Type in and edit lettering from
three full alphabets, and elongate
pattern sequences with the touch of a button.

For quilting, you get advanced features like a knee lift, Start/Stop button for more
relaxed sewing without the foot control, and a blazing stitch speed of up to 820

Sew with all you’ve got.

Variable Sewing Speed 
The MC4900QC runs at up
to 820 stitches per minute.
Finish your big projects in
less time and without
compromising stitch
quality.

Relax Your Foot
With the Start/Stop
button you can sew
without using the foot
control. Your hands do 
the sewing and your feet
relax. This feature is a
favorite of professional
seamstresses.

Legendary Janome Stitch Quality
Every stitch—from the decorative
stitches to the three alphabets—is
made with precision and consistency.
Our superior feed mechanism gives 
you reliability where it counts most.
Outstanding stitch quality is perhaps
the most important feature of the
MC4900QC.

See It More Easily
The bright, backlit LCD
screen guides you
through the MC4900QC's
many features. Your
selected stitch pops 
into the foreground 
and setting up a stitch
combinations is a breeze.



Explore yo

AUTO-TENSION SYSTEM
ADJUSTS AS YOU SEW
Your stitches stay consistent
even when you sew from thick
to sheer fabrics.

HANDY TOP COMPARTMENT

HANDY SHORTCUT BUTTONS 
Automatic Needle Threader,
One-Hand Thread Cutter,
Auto-Lock, Needle Up-Down,
and Reverse Key are easily
within reach.

START/STOP BUTTON 
Give your foot a rest while 
you sew long seams with 
your hands.

KNEE LIFT
The knee lifter bar fits into the
front of the machine. It allows you
to use your knee to lift the sewing
foot while keeping your hands on
your work. This feature is a favorite
with quilters.

AUTOMATIC NEEDLE THREADER 
Place the upper thread in the hook
and the threader automatically pulls
it through the eye of the needle.

CONVERTS QUICKLY TO FREE ARM
The sewing table extension is easily
removed for free arm sewing on cuffs
and hard-to-reach areas.

Everything you need for faster easier sewing is right at yo

TOP LOADING FULL 
ROTARY HOOK SYSTEM
Get smooth, quiet operation while your
stitches are formed perfectly and
consistently.This configuration also makes
changing the bobbin faster and easier.

DUAL KRYPTON LIGHTS
You get bright, even light

right where you need 
it most. Two lights

eliminate shadows and
ease eye fatigue.



10 BUTTONHOLE CHOICES
10 built-in sensor-type buttonholes.

LARGE, BRIGHT LCD SCREEN
It's the largest screen on a QC machine and it shows you

everything you need to know. Watch your stitches
change as you customize them. See instructions for each

function (in any of 10 languages)

MONOGRAM IN BLOCK, SCRIPT, AND BROADWAY TYPEFACES
Create monograms, words or even sentences and save them to

memory. All three alphabets include upper and lower case,
numerals, and punctuation symbols. Block and Script alphabets

included European symbols.

CUSTOMIZE STITCHES IN COMBINATIONS OF UP TO 50
Elongate stitches from 2x to 5x their original length, mirror

image them, and then combine them in sequence with other
stitches for unique decorative effects. Save your combinations to
one of 5 Memory Banks and retrieve with the touch of a button.

534 TOTAL STITCHES
188 built-in decorative and utility stitches,
10 buttonholes, and 3 complete alphabet fonts.

SUPERIOR FEED SYSTEM (SFS) WITH SEE-THROUGH BOBBIN COVER
Even at the highest speeds, your stitches look great. Janome's Superior
Feed System uses a 7 piece feed dog to support your fabric from all
sides for smooth, consistent results on all fabric types. The transparent
bobbin cover lets you see how much thread is left. And the one touch
release allows quick bobbin removal.

our options. 
r fingertips. Get more done with the Memory Craft 4900 QC.


